Theory predicts that a nation's stochastic intertemporal budget constraint is satisfied if net foreign assets (NFA) are integrated of any finite order, or if net exports (NX) and NFA satisfy an error-correction specification with a residual integrated of any finite order. We test these conditions using data for 21 industrial and 29 emerging economies for the 1970-2004 period. The results show that, despite the large global imbalances of recent years, NFA and NX positions are consistent with external solvency. Country-specific unit root tests on NFA-GDP ratios suggest that nearly all of them are integrated of order 1. Pooled Mean Group error-correction estimation yields evidence of a statistically significant, negative response of the NX-GDP ratio to the NFA-GDP ratio that is largely homogeneous across countries.
Introduction
The most significant development in international finance in the last ten years was the emergence of large imbalances in current accounts and net foreign asset positions. Figure   1 shows the evolution of these "global imbalances" since 1997. The U.S. current account deficit rose sharply in this period, reaching a record 6 percent of GDP in 2006 (see Figure   1a ), while current account surpluses grew to record levels in Emerging Asia, oil exporting countries, and Japan. In line with these changes, the dispersion of NFA positions widened substantially (see Figure 1b) . The NFA position of the United States declined markedly, while those of Japan, Emerging Asia, and the oil exporting countries rose. Recent economic turmoil in the United States has reduced the U.S. current account deficit somewhat, but the nation's large negative NFA position has changed little, and this "stock imbalance" is very likely to persist.
Large and persistent imbalances in the NFA positions of nations pose two central questions that this paper aims to address: First, are these global imbalances sustainable, in the sense of being consistent with external solvency conditions (i.e., with the countries' intertemporal budget constraints)? Second, are there differences in the sustainaibilty of external positions across different country groupings depending on their characteristics (such as income levels or whether countries are net creditors or debtors)?
To answer these questions, we conduct two tests of external solvency based on recent theoretical results derived by Bohn (2007) : 1 (1) Bohn's Proposition 1 (henceforth, PB1) shows that if the NFA series is integrated of order m for any finite m ≥ 0, then NX and NFA satisfy the intertemporal budget constraint (IBC), and NFA satisfies the associated transversality condition (TC). Hence, PB1 implies that external solvency can be assessed by testing whether NFA is stationary after any finite order of differencing of the original data. This result also illustrates, however, that testing for solvency per se is not very useful, since it is hard to imagine a macroeconomic time series that is not integrated of low order. In addition, Bohn shows that if bounds on debt or nfa exist, testing the null hypothesis of difference-stationarity seems economically uninteresting.
Because, with debt limits, m = 1 is not sufficient for sustainability. Hence, sheding light on the characteristics of the adjustment process that sustains solvency is a more important task, which Bohn tackled with the following result.
(2) Bohn's Proposition 3 (henceforth, PB3) proves that if NX and NFA satisfy an errorcorrection specification of the form N X t + ρN F A t−1 = z t , and z t is integrated of order m for some ρ < 0,such that |ρ| ∈ (0, 1 + r], where r is a constant real interest rate, then the IBC holds. This proposition implies that we can assess external solvency by estimating an error-correction "reaction function" between NX and NFA testing for a negative, statistically significant relationship between the two. Evidence that this reaction function exists indicates that NX reacts in the long run to changes in NFA in such a way that NFA grows slower than what a Ponzi scheme implies. Moreover, the magnitude of ρ drives the speed of the adjustment process by which trade surpluses or deficits adjust to larger or smaller NFA positions, and it becomes a key determinant of the long-run average of NFA.
We test PB1 and PB3 using a large dataset covering 51 countries during the period . We test PB1 by performing standard Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and PhillipsPerron (PP) unit root tests of the NFA-GDP ratio (nfa) using data for each individual country separately. Then, we test PB3 by estimating an error-correction model of nfa and the NX-GDP ratio (nx ) taking advantage of the panel dimension of the dataset. We estimate Pesaran et. al.'s (1998) Pooled Mean Group (PMG) and Mean Group (MG) estimators, and find strong evidence in favor of the former vis-a-vis the latter. PMG is particularly useful in our analysis because it models the nx -nfa relationship as a long-run relationship common to all countries in the sample, with homogeneity tests to validate this assumption (v. the MG estimator that uses country-specific long-run relationships). Moreover, PMG allows for country-specific short-run deviations from the long-run relationship.
The results of the unit root tests show that the hypothesis that a unit root is present in nfa data in levels cannot be rejected for all countries in the sample. The same hypothesis is rejected, however, for the first-difference of nfa in almost all the countries. Hence, these results provide strong evidence in favor of the result derived in PB1. In particular, nfa is integrated of order 1 in most countries in our sample, and therefore the IBC and TC hold.
Our finding that in most countries nf a ∼ I(1) implies that both IBC and TC are satisfied, but it does not show how nx adjusts over time so that its expected present value matches the initial nfa position, and it does not let us identify whether there are differences in the nature of this adjustment across countries with different characteristics. The PMG estimation aims to fill these gaps.
The PMG results show that there is a statistically significant error-correction relation between nx and nf a both for the full sample of countries and for sub-samples separating emerging from industrial countries, and creditor from debtor countries. The systematic longrun component of nx responds negatively to movements in nf a, in line with Bohn's PB3, and homogeneity tests cannot reject the hypothesis that this component is similar across countries (v. the null of country-specific components produced by MG estimation).
The long-run response coefficient is estimated at −0.07, which indicates that a one percentage point drop in nf a leads to a 0.07 percentage points increase in nx in the long run.
This result also implies that, assuming realistic growth-adjusted real interest rates (below 7 percent), both nx and nf a are stationary processes.
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The error correction coefficient is estimated at 0.31, which implies that the adjustment of nx to a given change in nf a has an average half-life of over 1.5 years.
The PMG results also show that nx is more responsive to movements in nf a in emerging markets than in industrial countries. The response coefficient is 1.6 times larger in the former than in the latter. Keeping other factors constant (i.e. country-specific fixed effects), this difference implies that industrial countries converge to lower long-run averages of nf a that are consistent with external solvency.
Our work is related to the large empirical literature on tests of fiscal and external solvency. for fiscal solvency, which (with the exception of Mendoza and Ostry) generally test for unit roots in the foreign debt-GDP (or public debt-GDP) and NX-GDP (or primary balance-GDP) ratios; for cointegration between exports and imports (or between fiscal revenues and outlays); or for specific orders of integration in debt (public or external). Bohn (1998 Bohn ( , 2005 Bohn ( , 2007 showed that failure of these tests cannot be relied on to evaluate solvency because the tests consider only sufficiency conditions that are not necessary for the IBC to hold, and hence can indicate that observed debt dynamics violate solvency, when in fact they do not.
Our tests are in line with the literature on fiscal reaction functions pioneered by Bohn (1998) with an application to U.S. data, and extended to a cross-country fiscal panel by Mendoza and Ostry (2008) . However, these reaction functions were estimated using fiscal datasets in which public debt and fiscal balances are stationary as shares of GDP. In contrast, the hypothesis of unit roots cannot be rejected in our external accounts data (in levels or in shares of GDP), and hence we cannot implement Bohn's (1998) In this context, the results of our work suggest that global imbalances are consistent with external solvency. In fact, this can be the case even if nfa is 3 Engel and Rogers (2006) tested for external solvency in the United States using Bohn's (1998) test. They estimated a conditional linear reaction function for nx and the negative of the net external financial position-to-GDP ratio over the 1791-2004 period. They obtained a negative and statistically significant response coefficient, which indicates failure of the sufficiency condition for external solvency. 4 One group of studies (e.g., Summers(2004) (2006)), argue that the imbalances are an equilibrium outcome of various developments such as differences in business cycle volatility, financial development, demographic dynamics, a 'global savings glut,' self insurance against financial crises, or valuation effects. not stationary, but as long as the growth of nfa and the predicted response of nx is such that net foreign liabilities grow at a slower pace than the one implied by a Ponzi scheme.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the analytical foundations of our empirical methodology. Section 3 presents the results of the empirical tests. Section 4 concludes.
Methodology
Our methodology for testing external solvency adapts Bohn's (2007) 
where M denotes imports, X exports, and r the interest rate on external assets and liabilities.
These variables could be expressed in nominal terms, real terms, or as a ratio to GDP as long as r is adjusted accordingly (i.e., if the variables are in nominal terms, r is the nominal interest rate; if the variables are in real terms, r is the real interest rate; if the variables are ratios to GDP, 1 + r is the growth-adjusted real interest rate that follows from dividing the gross real interest rate by the gross rate of output growth).
Under alternative standard simplifying assumptions about the nature of the r t process, the resource constraint implies:
where ψ = 1/(1 + r) < 1, and r = E[r t+1 ]. The above expectational difference equation, together with this TC,
5 Three of these assumptions reviewed in Bohn (2007) are: (1) r positive and constant, (2) r i.i.d with a positive and constant conditional expectation, or (3) r is any stationary stochastic process with mean r > 0, and subject to implicit restrictions that may be required so that the process of "interest adjusted imports"
implies the following IBC:
In the subsections that follow, we review Bohn's PB1 and PB3, which are propositions that establish testable predictions about the time-series behavior of NFA and NX that characterize economies for which (3) and (4) hold.
Testing Solvency with NFA Integration Tests
The following proposition from Bohn (2007) states that a stochastic time series of debt or assets is consistent with its corresponding IBC if the series is stationary at any finite order of differencing: 
Testing Solvency with Error-Correction Reaction Functions
6 A common test used to evaluate external solvency is to test if NFA is difference-stationary (integrated of order 1). Rejection of this hypothesis was commonly taken as evidence against external solvency, but PB1 demonstrates that this interpretation is incorrect.
Our second test of external solvency looks for a systematic negative response of NX to NFA in the form of an error-correction specification. In particular, Bohn (2007) 
where η is an I(0) process. This is an error-correction specification in the class of those allowed by PB3. 
where nx i,t and nf a i,t denote the net exports-GDP and NFA-GDP ratios in country i at time t respectively, and µ i denotes country-specific fixed effects. ε is a set of normally distributed error terms with country-specific variances, var(ε it ) = σ 2 i . The above equation can be expressed in terms of a linear combination of variables in levels and first differences, as follows:
where
To highlight the long-run relationship, the above equation can be rearranged as:
i ϕ i denotes the long-run relationship between nx and nf a, and φ i denotes the speed at which NX adjusts towards the long-run relationship following a change in NFA.
A negative and statistically significant ρ is sufficient to guarantee that IBC in eq. (4) holds.
We estimate the dynamic panel equation (7) using MG and PMG estimators. MG estimates independent error-correction equations for each country and computes the mean of the country-specific error-correction coefficients and its relevant statistics (see Pesaran and Smith (1995) ). This approach produces consistent estimates of the average of the coefficients as long as the country-specific coefficients are independently distributed and the regressors are exogenous. If some of the coefficients are the same for all countries, however, the MG estimates are inefficient. In this case, PMG is efficient (see, Pesaran, et al (1999) ). The PMG estimator imposes the restriction that the long-run coefficients are the same across countries, but the intercept, short-term coefficients and error variances can differ. The crite-rion for choosing whether the PMG estimator is preferred to the MG estimator is a standard Hausman test on the homogeneity restriction that the long-run coefficient is the same for all countries (see Pesaran et al. (1999) ).
Using the results from PMG or MG estimation, we can derive estimates of the long-run average nf a positions to which each country converges. For the long-run average of nf a to exist, nf a must be stationary, and this requires that the estimation results satisfy three conditions: φ < 0, ρ < 0 and |ρ| > r. The first condition is required for the error-correction specification to be well-defined, and the last two follow from PB3. Note that if ρ < 0 but |ρ| ≤ r, PB3 still holds, but nf a and nx are not stationary (see Bohn (2007) ).
If nf a is stationary, equation (7) and the resource constraint imply that each country's nf a position converges to the following long-run average: tries. This suggests that stronger response coefficients can be viewed as evidence that the corresponding countries have more limited access to financial markets, either to borrow or to save, than those that display weaker response coefficients.
General Equilibrium Representation
The derivation of the IBC eq. (4) 
where Q 1 (s t+1 |s t ) is the period-t world-determined price of a state-contingent claim that pays one unit of good in state s t+1 at period t + 1. At equilibrium, these prices are equal to the corresponding stochastic marginal rates of substitution in consumption across time and states of nature. Given these prices, and if the appropriate TC holds, the above budget constraint implies the following IBC:
where u (·) denotes the marginal utility of consumption, β denotes the subjective discount factor, and
is the stochastic discount factor. If we denote by R jt the rate of return of a j-period-ahead risk-free asset, we can rewrite the IBC as follows:
If the economy's output process represents purely diversifiable country-specific risk (e.g., (4) and (11) are not equivalent. In particular, the co-variance terms in the right-hand side of (11) are not zero, and as a result a constant discount factor equal to the unconditional expectation of the interest rate, as assumed in (4), is not the appropriate discount factor that is consistent with the true solvency condition (11) . The correct discount factor is given by the equilibrium asset pricing kernel.
The intuition for why the risk-free rate is not the appropriate discount factor is that, depending on the shocks hitting the economy, the NFA stocks that result from the resource 7 At equilibrium, this interest rate satisfies [
constraint can vary over a wide range and be correlated with sources of risk such as termsof-trade shocks, foreign demand shocks, etc. As a result, NFA, NX, and asset prices and returns implied by the equilibrium pricing kernel are likely to follow very different stochastic processes, and therefore risk-free interest rates are not appropriate discount rates for the relevant TC. As Bohn (2005) puts it: "not just technically wrong, but also providing a misleading economic intuition."
Eq. (11) also implies an interesting relationship between the economy's initial NFA position and the sequence of conditional covariances of stochastic discount factors and NX.
In particular, given the same expected present discounted value of net exports, a Country A with lower covariances than a Country B should display a lower initial NFA position. In turn, assuming a standard isoelastic utility function, the covariances can be re-interpreted as covariances between inverse consumption growth rates and net exports, which can then be related to observed co-movements between these variables (see Section 3.2 below).
A second important implication of eq. (11) is that, as Bohn (1995 and showed, it again implies that a reaction function with a negative, linear response of NX to NFA is sufficient to guarantee that external solvency holds. Thus, this sufficiency condition for solvency holds here even with an interest rate that is generally not time-and state-invariant as assumed in PB3. Our sample selection is simply based on data quality and availability. The sample includes all the countries for which NFA and NX data 8 Summary statistics are provided in Table 1 .
Estimation Results

Data
start on or before 1990. Overall, the sample consists of 1742 observations for both the NX and NFA positions-of which 733 observations correspond to IC group and 1009 observations to EM group.
Integration of NFA-GDP Ratios
We test PB1 using the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron (PP) tests to determine the degree of integration of nfa for each country in our sample. We use both ADF and PP tests because, although they are asymptotically equivalent, they can differ significantly in small samples (see Hamilton (1999)). We first test the null hypothesis that
nfa is integrated of order 1 (H(0): nf a ∼ I(1)) against the alternative that it is stationary (H(1): nf a ∼ I(0)). Second, if the null is accepted, we test the null hypothesis that the first difference of nfa is integrated of order 1 (i.e., H(0): ∆nf a ∼ I(1)) against the alternative that it is stationary (H(1): ∆nf a ∼ I(0)).
We continue on this procedure until we arrive at stationarity at a finite order of differencing. As detailed, we arrive at stationarity in the first order of differencing on most cases. These results do not change significantly when we allow for the possibility of structural breaks, intercepts and trend components in the time-series processes.
To examine the robustness of our findings, we also conducted tests using the KPSS which is corrected for valuation changes.
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We find that our main findings are preserved in both datasets, i.e., nf a is nonstationary in levels but stationary in first differences.
It is important to keep in mind that the usual caveats about inference problems in short samples due to limited power of the tests are relevant for the remainder of our sample. In particular, it is well known that the ADF and PP tests do not have the power to distinguish between a unit root or a near unit root process or between a drifting or trend stationary process. In fact, when we examine the individual AR(1) coefficients for each country (see Figure 3) , we find that they span a wide range from 0.59 to 1.06, and that their standard errors are relatively large (ranging from 0.065 to 0.146). Thus, although we could not reject the hypothesis of unit roots in nf a, the possibility remains that due to the low power of the tests the true data generating process is in fact stationary in levels. This, however, would not affect our finding that the data support the hypothesis that the solvency condition holds, since stationarity in levels is also consistent with PB1.
Panel Error-Correction Estimation
We test PB3 by estimating the dynamic panel equation derived in the previous Section using PMG and MG estimators. 1 shows our baseline results, and Block 2 shows results obtained with the data expressed as ratios of world gdp.
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The ARDL lag structure for each country was selected using the Schwartz Bayesian criterion. For the majority of countries, specifications without lagged dependent variables are rejected at conventional levels of statistical significance. Throughout this section, we examine the null hypothesis that there is no error-correction relation between nf a and nx under both the PMG and MG estimators, and use t-statistics to test this hypothesis.
The Full Sample panel in Block 1 of Table 2 The IC and EM panels of Block 1 in Table 2 show that the results of MG and PMG estimation splitting the sample according to whether countries are industrialized or emerging economies also support the hypothesis that PB3 holds. The null hypothesis of no errorcorrection relation between nx and nf a is rejected in both the IC and EM groups. The h-test indicates that PMG dominates MG for both the IC and EM groups. Comparing across the two groups, we find that the long-run response coefficient is higher in EMs than in ICs (-0.085
v. -0.053). Both of these estimates are statistically significant at a 5 percent significance level. The error-correction coefficients imply that the adjustment of nx to changes in nf a is more protracted in ICs, for which the average half-life is about 2.8 years, than in EM, for which the average half-life is 1 1 2 years.
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The result indicating that the long-run response coefficient of EMs is about 1.6 times 12 We also studied the results where only those countries with statistically significant EC coefficients, and intercept terms (as reported in Table 3 ) are kept in the sample. We found that the results are robust to the sample selection. 13 The half-life is calculated as log(0.5)/ log(1 − |EC|), where EC denotes the error correction coefficient. The higher is the |EC|, the lower is the half-life and the faster is the adjustment.
larger than that for ICs implies that net exports in EMs need to respond more to changes in net foreign assets in order to support external solvency. As suggested earlier, this difference can be attributed to the underdevelopment of financial markets or the severity of the financial frictions that EMs face compared to ICs. Table 3 shows the long-run nf a positions that each country converges to. In this table, we report the estimates for only those countries with statistically significant EC coefficient (phi) and intercept (mu). The nf a estimates reported in column 5 are calculated using the formula in (8) . The column labeled "nfa for constant mu" calculates the implied estimate for nf a in the formula where the intercept term (mu) is set to the value estimated for the whole sample (All). The purpose of this exercise is to illustrate the potential changes in estimated nf a driven solely by the changes in the EC term (phi). Likewise, the last column shows the estimates for nf a when the EC coefficient is fixed at the estimate for the whole sample to illustrate the importance of the intercept term (mu). The main lesson we derive from this exercise is that although the long-run coefficient (rho) is kept the same, there are marked variations in long-run nf a estimates that each country converges to. The large changes in these estimates are driven by differences in the EC and intercept terms, which, in turn, is affected by the structural differences across countries.
Figures 4a-b illustrate the impulse responses functions of nf a and nx when the economy is subject to a one-standard-deviation noise shock (figures are shown for only a selected set of countries reported in Table 3 due to space limitations). These impulse responses are calculated using the PMG estimates reported in Tables 4, and setting the initial nf a and nx positions to their long-run values that they converge to. The main finding is that although nx can converge back to its long-run equilibrium faster, the adjustment of nf a (i.e., the stock imbalance) can persist much longer. The convergence of the nf a positions to their long-run values in our sample takes from about 10 years up to 50 years. Our exercise also illustrate that although the long-run coefficients are common across EMs and ICs, there is marked variation among countries in their convergence. This exercise affirms that the framework preserves the heterogeneity across countries on how they respond to similar shocks. This heterogeneity arises due to structural differences among these countries as mentioned earlier.
Robustness
We study next the robustness of our results to the representation of the data. To do so, we study how our results change when we use an alternative representation of the data in which the NX and NFA series are normalized using world GDP instead of country-specific GDPs (Block 2, Table 2 ). In the latter exercise, the world GDP is simply the sum of the respective GDPs of the countries in the sample, each expressed in U.S. dollars. The purpose of this exercise is to explore if the baseline results are altered by relative country size and by restrictions that force global market clearing.
In Block 2, the results for the Full Sample panel show that again the Hausman h-test indicates that the cross-country slope homogeneity restriction cannot be rejected, albeit marginally, and that the PMG estimate of the response coefficient (−0.08) must be chosen over the MG estimator. Moreover, the average half-life of adjustment to the long-run relationship in this scenario is 1 3 4 years. These results are very similar to those obtained using the standard nx and nf a measures based on country GDPs.
The results for the IC panel with world gdp ratios are also similar to those obtained with country gdp ratios, but the results for the EM panel are different. The Hausmann htest cannot reject the long-run homogeneity condition for ICs, which implies that the PMG estimate of −0.057 is preferred to the MG estimator. In addition, the average half life for this country group is 2.6 years. Both of these estimates are very similar to those reported using country gdp ratios. For EMs, however, the Hausmann h-test suggests that the hypothesis of long-run homogeneity should be rejected and that the MG estimate of −0.235 should be chosen. This estimate is almost 3 times larger than the one reported earlier. In contrast, the average half-life is estimated at 1.2 years, which is slightly lower than the one reported earlier.
The next robustness test explores the implications of splitting the sample into creditor countries (also called "High NFA" countries) and debtor ("Low NFA") countries. Creditor (debtor) countries are defined as those with above (below) median nf a using each country's GDP. In summary, these findings suggest that in terms of its implications for sustainability, there is no significant behavioral difference between creditor and debtor countries. However, in terms of long-run nf a positions these countries converge to creditor countries will converge to higher nf a positions than debtor countries in the long-run.
Next, we explore the importance of trade openness (panel 2, Table 4 We also explore the importance of institutional quality, financial sector development, and capital account openness as shown in panels 3-5, respectively. In all these cases, Hausmann test cannot reject the long-run homogeneity restriction so that the PMG should be the preferred method. These results mainly show that the countries with relatively weaker fundamentals (i.e., less institutional quality, less financial sector development, and less open to capital) need to respond more strongly to the changes in NFA to keep them on a sustainable path (notice that implied PMG estimates for the long-run coefficient is more negative for these groups compared to their counterparts with stronger fundamentals). However, our baseline findings regarding the sustainability of imbalances are preserved in all these cases.
Conclusion
This paper explored whether external solvency conditions hold in existing cross-country data on trade balances and net foreign assets, which largely reflects the recent episode of large and growing global imbalances. We conducted external solvency tests for a panel of 21 industrial and 30 emerging market countries during the 1970-2004 period.
Our solvency tests are based on two propositions postulated by Bohn (2007) . The first proposition shows that solvency is satisfied if NFA are integrated of any finite order. When we tested this proposition, we found that we could not reject the presence of unit roots in nf a in levels in all of the countries in our sample, but that unit roots are rejected for the first-differences of nf a in virtually all the countries.
Bohn's second proposition shows that solvency holds if NFA and NX are linked by an error-correction reaction function. Using dynamic panel estimation methods, we found that a statistically significant error-correction relationship between those two series does exist in the data. In particular, we found a systematic, negative long-run response of nx to changes in nf a. Comparing industrial and emerging countries, we found that the response coefficient of the latter is higher, and that as a result emerging economies converge to higher long-run averages of nf a than industrial countries.
where with j = 1, 2, ..., p − 1, and l = 1, 2, . .., q − 1.
i ϕ i denotes the long-run equilibrium relationship between nx and nf a, and φ i denotes the speed at which NX adjust toward their long-run equilibrium following a change in NFA.
Appendix II: Sample of Countries
The sample comprises 21 industrial countries and 30 emerging markets. The table shows the long-run NFA positions that the PMG model converges to for the countries with significant phi an mu. The last two columns illustrate the respective implied NFA positions if the EC coefficient and intercept terms were kept constant at the value estimated for the whole sample. 
